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‘‘In his thoughts and his attributes, mankind at large is
controlled by inherited beliefs and impulses, which
countless thousands of years have ingrained like
instinct.…in days of illness many millions…still seek
their gods rather than the physicians.’’

Sir William Osler [1].

The 19th and 20th centuries saw a scientific revolution
and the establishment of ‘modern medicine.’ The explo-
sion in medical knowledge, therapies, and technologies is
largely attributable to increased focus on the scientific
method and empirically demonstrable outcomes. In the
21st century many clinicians consider the use of evidence-
based medicine synonymous with good clinical care.
However, as the report from Bülow and colleagues
reminds us [2], the human condition is complex and not
easily reduced to mere empiric decision-making. This is
particularly true in the context of life-altering decisions
about end-of-life care or value laden concepts such as
patient autonomy, both of which the authors explore [2].

Bülow et al. build on the original ETHICATT study by
Sprung and colleagues [3] and add greater granularity to
the complex topic of end-of-life decision-making by
exploring differences between doctors, nurses, patients,

and families self-reporting they are ‘religious’ as opposed
to simply ‘affiliated’ with a religion. One of the main
findings is that, in general, religious individuals favor
more aggressive treatment than religion-affiliated indi-
viduals. These self-reported preferences are congruent
with actual treatments received among patients dying in
European intensive care units (ICUs) [4]. These obser-
vations may be partially attributable to religious doctrine
viewing life as having paramount value, a commonly held
view in most religions, yet there is probably greater
complexity to the picture. For example, Phelps and col-
leagues [5] characterized the use of religious-based
coping among a cohort of U.S. patients with advanced
cancer and found that greater use of religious coping was
significantly associated with increased use of ICU thera-
pies prior to death [5]. This was not contingent on a
specific religion per se but upon the use of a faith-based
psychological coping framework. Our group [6] found
that more religious ICU patients and families reported
more optimistic perceptions of outcomes of the critical
illness, including greater confidence in treatment efficacy.
Such optimism regarding favorable ICU outcomes may
guide preferences for more aggressive ICU therapies.
Finally, being active in a religious community is often
associated with social and emotional support during times
of illness [7], which may have influences beyond those of
individual patients’ and families’ religious values. Thus,
the mechanisms by which religion impacts preferences for
and receipt of more aggressive ICU care is likely com-
plicated and merits further investigation.

The importance of religion to many patients and fam-
ilies confronted with end-of-life decisions is irrefutable.
Depending on the specific respondent population, any-
where from 53 to 90 % of patients view religion as
important in making serious health decisions [8, 9], and
Bülow et al. [2] found that 60 % of ICU patients and
families categorize themselves as religious rather than
religion-affiliated. Other reports highlight the importance
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of meeting ICU patients and families religious and
spiritual needs. Abbott and colleagues [10] interviewed
families of ICU patients 1 year after a decision to with-
hold or withdraw life-sustaining therapies. Almost half of
these families spontaneously reported pastoral care as a
fundamental source of psychosocial support. Wall and
colleagues [11] found that when a pastor or spiritual
advisor was involved in the last 24 h of an ICU patient’s
life, there was an independent and positive association
with family satisfaction with the overall ICU experience.
What is not apparent from existing research is how ICU
clinicians should accomplish the goal of supporting
patients and families religious and spiritual needs. These
findings suggest the importance of building upon others’
work [12, 13] to develop and evaluate religious and
spiritual interventions in the ICU environment.

There has been less investigation on how doctors’ and
nurses’ religious views influence end-of-life decision-
making. Sprung et al. [4] found that doctors’ religion was
significantly associated with withholding and withdraw-
ing ICU therapies and with active shortening of the dying
process, and Bülow et al. [2] expand on these findings. Of
particular interest are findings that ICU doctors’ and
nurses’ religious persuasions are associated with their
opinions about active euthanasia and their perspectives on
patient autonomy. Perspectives on active euthanasia are
contingent on both religion and region, with religion-
affiliated doctors being more likely to support active
euthanasia than religious doctors [2]. Significant variation
was found in doctors’ and nurses’ adherence to principles
of patient autonomy, which appears to be primarily

determined by geographic region rather than religion,
with southern European doctors being more likely to act
on their medical opinions despite patient preferences to
the contrary [2]. However, consideration of the authors’
descriptive findings related to ICU professional’s religion
and patient autonomy is provocative, especially with
regards to overriding a competent patient’s wishes to
forgo life-saving treatments. A majority of Catholics
(53 %) and Jews (66 %) would override patient prefer-
ences in this context, whereas a minority of Protestants
would do so (35 %). This implies meaningful variation
between Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant doctors and
nurses with regards to boundaries between life, death, and
patient autonomy which warrants further exploration [2].

The challenges facing resource-limited healthcare
systems that emerge from balancing patient welfare,
patient autonomy, and social justice are substantial and
will probably only increase given diminishing resources,
increasing global cultural heterogeneity, and increasing
demand for ICU services throughout much of the devel-
oped world. The religious perspectives of patients,
families, doctors, and nurses will continue to influence the
challenging end-of-life decisions routinely made in ICUs.
Thus, a better understanding of the mechanisms by which
religion influences end-of-life care, as well as how the
religious needs of patients and families can best be sup-
ported, is essential. Additionally, ICU professionals
should be cognizant of how their own religious views
might influence interactions with patients and families
and strive towards a balance between personal belief and
medical professionalism [14, 15].
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